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In MOVES 33 I ran a numbe r of Feedback
questions co ncerning the big games o n the
market - how often you'v e played them to a
decision, how long it took you , whet her yo u
wanted to buy more big games and how
much you'd be willing to pay fo r them. Between then and now, SPI also he ld one of its
face- to-face subscriber seminars (an occasion where we invite a random selec ti on of
subscribers to vis it our offices a nd chat abou t
the hobby) and at that seminar many of the
same questions were asked,
Perhaps t he mos t interest ing single pi ece
of information to come out of a ll of this investiga tion is the fac t that the big games are
not played very much. Apparently, you buy
them, read the rules, massage the components, maybe even set up a scenario - but
you don't really play them. The average
number of games played to conclusion (i.e.,
not necessarily playing every turn) was 1. 23 ,
No single game showed an individual
average- times-played highe r than I. 9.
75% of yo u said that you bought the big
games because they provided a de tailed and
realisti c treatment of a subject t hat interested
you - an overwhelming concentration of
responses that para lleled those of the seminar
pa rticipants. It's somewhat odd that you big
game buyers are looking for detai l and
realism and yet don ' t reall y get involved in
playing these detailed and realistic systems .
I ' m sure , of course, that there exist individua l exceptions to this phenomenon (I ' ve
spoken d irect ly to some o f you that have virtually exha usted yourselves playing, fo r examp le, endless sessions of War in Europe),
But it is bemusing to des igners that they
develop extensive and intensive systems that
are ha rdly used and never exp lored in any
great de tail by mos t of the people that buy
them. Surely one playing of a game as high ly
ram ified as War in Europe doesn't even
begin to sort ou t the possibilities inherent in
t he situation and the system . So why is all
that detail there? [f it is never experienced ,
what does it matter that the system works
smoothly or a t all? What is the poi nt of having alternate scenarios in a game that no one
will play more than once anyway?
It is doub ly int eresting to note that the
ideal playing time for a game was indicated
to be approximately four hours , None of the
iarge games can be brought even near to conclusion in so limited a time - yet 80% of you
said that you ' d continue to buy big games!
The members of the seminar panel clearly
stated that time-availab le was a severe
li miti ng factor on their participation in the
hob by. Many had games that they had
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bought and not even gotten around to opening yet! They speculated that it would be nice
to have a game design as detailed as those of
the big games but built i_nto a game that could
be played in a single evening. Even so, most
of the panel indicated that they had an affection for the big games albeit one that sprung
from daydreaming about them rather than
actual play .
The acceptability ratings of the big
games on the list are uniformly high - only
two games out of fourteen had a rating lower
- than 7.0 and the average was 7.2. Acceptability didn't seem to have much impact on
how often the game was played - in fact the
lowest rated·game was played the most (Global War). This was also true of the playability rating vis-a-vis times played, i.e., the
more playable games were not necessarily the
ones that were played the most often. If anything, it seems to be that the bigger the game
is physically, the less often it is played (which
makes some kind of sense-after all, who has
a spare gymnasium in their house to accomodate War in Europe for a month or so?).
It has been suggested that people buy big
games to get information from them - but
how much information does one really get
from a system that is barely used? Oh, you
can set up the order of battle on the map and
call that information - but you can get the
same thing at much less cost and effort in any
good military atlas . True, there is a special
quality to the digitalization of strengths on
the units in a wargame - but you don't really get a feel for what these numbers mean
unless you actually play the game . Back in
the bad old days when every game system was
identical you could look at a number and
make certain (correct) assumptions about it.
Nowadays that just ain't so - raw values are
so highly modified by systems that one must
experience their effects in order to understand the meaning of the number. Wargame
numbers are now contextual rather than
absolute.
So let's assume you play the thing once
- what do you know? The surface of the
rules structure and a general impression of
the terrain effect on combat. You can't be
sure of the relative quality of the armies . You
can't be sure of the balance or imbalance of
the situation. You can't be sure of the validity of the victory conditions or whether or not
the historical result can be obtained in the
game. In fact you can't be sure of any of the
historicity or historical information in the
game.
You really can't even be sure that you
played the rules right ! I've spoken to more
than one otherwise bright gamer and pointed
out a false assumption on their part that
vitiated everything that they had been doing
in a given game. Setting up a large game and
perhaps playing a few turns or even one complete scenario is really only equivalent to
reading the chapter headings and a few introductory paragraphs in a history of the battle.
The fact remains, however, that you do
like big games, will buy them, and continue
to give them high marks. They will, therefore, continue to have a large place in the

production output of (at least) this company
- since SPI does gear itself to produce what
you want - not what we want you to want!
ALI I'm attempting to point out is that we
should be more realistic in our assertions
about these megaliths: i.e., what we are or
are not doing with them, what they mean as
games and as historical works, and how they
affect the nature of our hobby. Since most of
you don't really play these things the following can be said about the design of future big
games:
1. They can be infinitely complex.
2. They can be infinitely (sic) large .
3. They need not truly function as games at
all!
-Redmond
Is this not so?

CONVENTIONS
Up and Coming
What· follows is a list of some conven tions
scheduled to take place in the near future, including place, name of convention, and whom
to contact for further information.
October 22- 24
RHEINCON, Vogelweh Office rs & Civilians
Club, Ka isersla utern , West Germany. Contact : MSG Dav id .I. Rolfe, 2nd General
Hospital, P .O . Box 14, APO New York 09180.

No,ember11-13
PHILCON '77, Holiday Inn-Center Ci ty, 18th
& Market Streets, Phi ladelph ia, Pennsylvania
19103. Contact: PSFS , c/o P .B. McGra th, 806
S. 47, Ph iladelphia, Pennsylvania 191 43.
Jan uary 7- 8

WARGY 6, Platte Technical College, Columbus, Nebraska . Contact: Rick Plankinton , Box
52, RR6 , Columbus, Nebraska 68061.
January 27-29
WARCON IV, Texas A&M University, College Station , Texas . Contact: Je r ry D .
Ruhland, Grometz, P.O. Box 6816, Co llege
Station, Texas 77844.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
When changing your address we need at
least two months notice to insure that you
will receive your copy of MOVES. The Post
Office has a tendency to lose copies of
MOVES that are sent to an old address.
Third class mail is not forwarded. Also include in your change of address either one of
your mailing labels or the numbers on your
mai ling label above your name and address .
Give us your old address and your new address, and the effective date of your new ad dress.
Write :
SPI Customer Service
44 East 23rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10010

Designers
Notes
WORK IN PROGRESS
Cobra
This simulation of the Allied break-outfrom the Normandy peninsula in the summer
of 1944 has finally developed to the point
where it can be fairly called "balanced". It
was a lot of work! Aside from the playbalance, this game required mechanicsbalance. There were a lot of things that were
pretty important in determining not only the
outcome of the campaign per se, but also the
way in which the fighting was conducted.
Among these number Allied logistical problems, Allied air power, terrain, the immobility of the German units (due to less transport
and Allied fighter-bombers), and Hitler's
refusal to allow the local German commanders autonomy . With a combination of
restrictions on German movement and the
total number of Allied attacks allowed, we
seem to have come pretty close to the actual
situation. If the Germans can switch their
reserves to the right places by the right times,
they can hold on considerably longer than
they did in actuality, when the left wing was
not adequately covered. But it's not that
easy, with the difficulties in transporting
troops when the weather is clear. For the
Allied Player, the trick is to build-up the
logistical wherewithal to conduct a major offens ive, and to attempt to schedule it for a
span of good weather. This is a bit less chancy than it sounds, as the weather chart is constructed in such a way to encourage streaks
of good (and bad) weather, as actually occurred.
The Allies win (or lose) depending on
how well they do running the Germans off
the map; in the long run , there is no way that
the Germans can hold them off against competent play. But they can delay the inevitable
considerably, if handled properly, and even
score some stinging counters, if the Allies get
too frisky at the wrong places. The game has
a lot of action, and it lasts thirteen GameTurns. It should make the gamers and World
War Two students among the subscribers to
S&Thappy for two months.
Brad Hessel

Constantinople
The land system appears to be rock solid
in this game. Repeated playtesting has uncovered few if any flaws in the simulation of
the land assault on Constantinople. The rules
include such elements as Tunneling, Fi!Ling in
the Foss (a dry moat in front of the walls),
Greek Fire, and the more standard Assaults,
Bombardment and Leaders. Together these
rules make what promises to be a most enjoyable S& T 66 issue game. The only part of
the land game that needs to be worked on is
playbalancing, but current tests seem to
(co ,:tinued
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